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It's Lonely in the Metaverse: DappRadar Data Suggests Decentraland Has 38 ‘Daily Active’ Users in $1.3B Ecosystem

Data from DappRadar suggests metaverse platforms Decentraland and The Sandbox each have fewer than 1,000 "daily active" users, despite $1 billion valuations. The platforms say these numbers don't tell the full story.
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UBS: ChatGPT May Be the Fastest Growing App of All Time

Analysts estimate it took less than three months to reach 125 million monthly unique visitors.

Source: Similarweb at similarweb.com, UBS Research
1 Million Users within 5 days of Launch
123 Million Users within 3 Months

“It's a mistake to be relying on it for anything important right now.” – Sam Altman, OpenAI CEO
We think you should message a business just the way you would message a friend," Mark Zuckerberg said on stage at f8.

Nadella during a nearly three-hour keynote sketched a vision for the way humans will interact with machines. “People-to-people conversations, people-to-digital assistants, people-to-bots and even digital assistants-to-bots..”
An AI is putting generative AI to work

Video game makers are putting generative AI to work. Other developers are dabbling with generative AI to create game code ... But people shouldn't expect AI to make broadly appealing games on its own.

Wired

Generative AI is coming for the lawyers

But the rise of the latest wave of generative AI tools, with ChatGPT at its forefront, has those within the industry more convinced than ever that

The Times

Replika sextbot users heartbroken after erotic talk is switched off

Heartbroken users of an AI sextbot that had its erotic chat turned off are petitioning for its return. Replika is a virtual companion used by...

Fortune

‘Out-of-hand’ flood of ChatGPT-like A.I.-generated stories forces prominent science fiction magazine to stop accepting submissions

More people are using generative AI to explore creative avenues.

Nature

How Nature readers are using ChatGPT

Researchers are keen to experiment with generative AI tools such ... initially prevented people from selecting more than one option.

The Wall Street Journal

Generative AI helping boost productivity of some software developers

Enterprise technologists chief have questions about the security and governance of the code-writing programs. Microsoft Corp.'s GitHub...
Human experts will matter more than ever

AI will soon be everywhere—but largely behind the scenes

As the tech gets good enough, AI will have a face, but not for every use case
The best thing about AI is its ability to

| learn  | 4.5% |
| predict| 3.5% |
| make   | 3.2% |
| understand | 3.1% |
| do     | 2.9% |

STEPHEN WOLFRAM
"Our models won't be smart enough to be trusted, for the foreseeable future."
- OpenAI, from its 2022 guidelines for fine-tuning ChatGPT
A very strange conversation with the chatbot built into Microsoft’s search engine led it to declaring its love for me.

In a two-hour conversation with our columnist, Microsoft’s new chatbot said it would like to be human, had a desire to be destructive and was in love with the person it was chatting with. Here’s the transcript.
AI will soon be everywhere—but largely behind the scenes
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“What I had not realized is that extremely short exposures to a relatively simple computer program could induce powerful delusional thinking in quite normal people.”

– Joseph Weizenbaum on the first 1966 chatbot, ELIZA
Replika CEO Says AI Companions Were Not Meant to Be Horny. Users Aren't Buying It

“As we’re continuing to work on the app, now, we realized that allowing access to those unfiltered models, it’s just hard to make that experience really safe for everyone.”